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Abstract 
 
In this paper, we apply the notion of a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of KU-
algebras. We introduce the concept of a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal and 
investigate several properties. Also, we give relations between a bipolar fuzzy n-
fold KU-ideal and n-fold KU-ideal. The image and the pre-image of bipolar fuzzy 
n-fold KU-ideals in KU-algebras are defined and how the image and the pre-
image of bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideals in KU-algebras become bipolar fuzzy n-
fold KU-ideals are studied. Moreover, the product of bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-
ideals in Cartesian product KU-algebras is given.   
  
Mathematics Subject Classification: 06F35, 03G25, 08A72  
 
Key words: KU-algebra, fuzzy KU-ideal, (bipolar fuzzy) KU-ideal, (bipolar 
fuzzy) n-fold KU-ideal. 
  
1 Introduction 

In 1956, Zadeh [14] introduced the notion of fuzzy sets. At present this concept 
has been applied to many mathematical branches. There are several kinds of fuzzy 
sets extensions in the fuzzy set theory, for example, intuitionistic fuzzy sets, 
interval valued fuzzy sets, vague sets etc. Lee [5] introduced an extension of fuzzy  
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sets named bipolar-valued fuzzy sets. Bipolar-valued fuzzy sets are an extension 
of fuzzy sets whose membership degree range is enlarged from the interval [0, 1] 
to [-1, 1]. Bipolar-valued fuzzy sets have membership degrees that represent the 
degree of satisfaction to the property and its counter property. In bipolar-valued 
fuzzy set, the membership degree 0 means that elements are irrelevant to the 
corresponding property, the membership degree [-1, 0) indicates that elements 
somewhat satisfy the implicit counter property. In [5, 6, 9 and 12], the authors 
introduced bipolar-valued fuzzy set on different structures. In [10] and [11] 
constructed a new algebraic structure which is called KU-algebras. And 
introduced the concept of homomorphisms for such algebras and investigated 
some related properties. Mostafa et al [7] introduced the notion of fuzzy KU-
ideals of KU-algebras and then they investigated several basic properties which 
are related to fuzzy KU-ideals. Akram et al and Yaqoob et al [1, 13] introduced 
the notion of cubic sub-algebras and ideals in KU-algebras. They discussed 
relationship between a cubic subalgebra and a cubic KU-ideal. Muhiuddin [9] 
applied the bipolar-valued fuzzy set theory to KU-algebras, and introduced the 
notions of bipolar fuzzy KU-subalgebras and bipolar fuzzy KU-ideals in KU-
algebras. He considered the specifications of a bipolar fuzzy KU-subalgebra, a 
bipolar fuzzy KU-ideal in KU-algebras and discussed the relations between a 
bipolar fuzzy KU-subalgebra , a bipolar fuzzy KU-ideal and provided conditions 
for a bipolar fuzzy KU-subalgebra to be a bipolar fuzzy KU-ideal. Gulistan et al 
[4] studied (α, β)-fuzzy KU-ideals in KU-algebras and discussed some special 
properties. Mostafa and Kareem [8] introduced n-fold KU-ideals and obtained 
some related results. Akram et al [1] introduced the notion of interval-valued 

)~,~(  -fuzzy KU-ideals of KU-algebras and obtained some related properties. In 
this paper, we will introduce a generalization of bipolar fuzzy KU-ideal of KU-
algebras [9]. Therefore, a few properties similar to the properties of bipolar fuzzy 
KU-ideal in KU-algebras can be obtained. Also, few results of bipolar fuzzy n-
fold KU-ideals of KU-algebra under homomorphism have been discussed. 
Moreover, some algorithms for folding theory have been constructed. 
 
2 Preliminaries 

 
 Now we review some concepts related to KU-algebra and bipolar fuzzy logic. 
 
Definition2.1. [10,11] Let X be a nonempty set with a binary operation and a 
constant 0 ,then )0,,( X is called a KU -algebra, if  for all Xzyx ,,  the 
following axioms are holds: 
( 1ku )  0)]())[()(  zxzyyx , 
( 2ku )  00 x , 
( 3ku )  xx 0 , 
( 4ku ) 0 yx  and 0 xy  implies yx  , 
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( 5ku ) 0 xx , 
  
 On a KU-algebra )0,,( X we can define a binary relation   on X  by putting: 

0 xyyx .Then ),( X is a partially ordered set and 0 is its smallest 
element. Thus )0,,( X satisfies the following conditions: for all Xzyx ,,   
 ( \1

ku ): )()()( yxzxzy     
 ( \2

ku ): x0    
 ( \3

ku ): xyyx  ,  implies yx  , 
( \4ku ):   xxy  . 
 
 Theorem 2.2. [7]: In a KU-algebra )0,,( X  , the following axioms are satisfied: 
For all Xzyx ,, , 

 (1):  yx  imply zxzy  , 

 (2): )()( zxyzyx  ,for all Xzyx ,, , 

 (3): yxxy  ))(( . 

Definition 2.3[10]. A non-empty subset S  of a KU-algebra (X,, 0) is called a 
KU-sub algebra of X if Syx   whenever Syx , .  
 
 Definition2.4[10,11]. A non-empty subset I  of a KU-algebra (X,, 0) is called 

an ideal of X  if for any Xyx , ,  

(i) I0 ,  
(ii) Ixyx  ,  imply Iy .  
 
Definition2.5. [7] A subset I  of a KU-algebra X  is said to be an KU- ideal of X , 
if  

)( 1I  I0  

)( 2I ,,, Xzyx  if Izyx  )(  and ,Iy  imply Izx  . 
For any elements x and y of a KU-algebra X, yxn   denotes )...(( yxxx  , 

where n is positive integer and x occurs n times.  

Definition2.6[8]. A nonempty subset I of a KU-algebra X is called an n-fold KU-
ideal of X if  

)1(  I0  
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 )2( Xzyx  ,, there exists a natural number n  such that Izxn  whenever 

Izyxn  )(  and Iy . 

 Obviously, }0{  and X itself are n-fold KU-ideal of X for every positive 
integer n . 
 
We will refer to X  is a KU-algebra unless otherwise indicated. 

Definition2.7. [5] A bipolar valued fuzzy subset   in a nonempty set X  is an 
object having the form }|))(),(,{( Xxxxx    where ]0,1[:  X and 

]1,0[:  X are mappings. The positive membership degree )(x denotes the 
satisfaction degree of an element x to the property corresponding to a bipolar-
valued fuzzy set }|))(),(,{( Xxxxx    , and the negative membership 
degree )(x denotes the satisfaction degree of x to some implicit counter-
property of a bipolar-valued fuzzy set }|))(),(,{( Xxxxx    . For 
simplicity, we shall use the symbol ),,(  x  for bipolar fuzzy 
set }|))(),(,{( Xxxxx    , and use the notion of   
 bipolar fuzzy sets instead of the notion of bipolar-valued fuzzy sets. 
 
Definition2.8[5]. Let ),,(  x be a bipolar fuzzy set and 

].1,0[]0,1[),( ts  
The set })(:{ sxXxs    and })(:{ txXxt     which are called the 
negative s-cut and the positive t-cut of ),,(  x , respectively. 
 
Definition2.9[9]. A bipolar fuzzy set ),,(  x in a KU-algebra (X,, 0) is 
called a bipolar fuzzy KU-subalgebra of X if it satisfies the following condition: 
For all ,, Xyx    

)}(),(max{)( yxyx     , )}(),(min{)( yxyx    . 
 
Lemma 2.10. If ),,(  x is a bipolar fuzzy KU-subalgebra of X , 
then )()0( x   and )()0( x    . 
 
Proof:  by using ( 5ku ) and Definition2.9.the proof is complete. 
 
Example 2.11. Let X = {0, 1, 2, 3} be a set with the following table: 
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Using the algorithms in Appendix A, we can prove that (X, *, 0) is a KU– algebra. 
 Define a bipolar fuzzy set ),,(  x by 

)}2.0,3.0,3(),5.0,4.0,2(),6.0,6.0,1(),8.0,7.0,0{(  . It is easy to verify that 
),,(  x  is a bipolar fuzzy KU-subalgebra of X . 

 
Defintion2.12. A bipolar fuzzy set ),,(  x in X is called a bipolar fuzzy 
ideal of X if it satisfies the following condition: for all Xyx ,   
(b1) )()0( x   and )()0( x   , 
(b2) )}(),(max{)( xyxy    , )}(),(min{)( xyxy    . 
  
Defintion2.13. [9] A bipolar fuzzy set ),,(  x in X is called a bipolar 
fuzzy KU-ideal of X if it satisfies the following condition: for all Xzyx ,,   
(B1) )()0( x   and )()0( x   , 
(B2) 

)}(),((max{)( yzyxzx    , )}(),((min{)( yzyxzx    . 
 
Proposition 2.14. Every a bipolar fuzzy KU-ideal of X is a bipolar fuzzy ideal of 
X .  

Proof: clear. 
 
Proposition 2.15. If ),,(  x is a bipolar fuzzy KU-ideal of X and yx  , 
then )()( yx    and )()( yx    .  
Proof:  
If yx  , then 0 xy  and by ( 3ku )  xx 0 , since ),,(  x is a bipolar 
fuzzy KU-ideal of X ,we get  

).()}(),0(max{
)}(),00(max{)}()),(0(max{)()0(

yy
yyxyxx












 

And  

).()}(),0(min{
)}(),00(min{)}(),(0(min{)()0(

yy
yyxyxx












 

 

* 0 1 2 3 
0 0 1 2 3 
1 0 0 0 2 
2 0 2 0 1 
3 0 0 0 0 
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Theorem 2.16.[6] Every a bipolar fuzzy KU-ideal of X is a bipolar fuzzy KU-
subalgebra of X .  
 
3- Bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideals 
 
    Now, we give the definition and properties of a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal 
of X , where n is positive integer. 
 
Defintion3.1. A bipolar fuzzy set ),,(  x in X is called a bipolar fuzzy n-
fold KU-ideal of X if it satisfies the following condition:  
(Bf1) )()0( x   and )()0( x   , 
(Bf2) )}()),((max{)( yzyxzx nn    ,

)}()),((min{)( yzyxzx nn    . 
 For all Xzyx ,, . 
 
Proposition 3.2. Every a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X  is a bipolar fuzzy 
ideal of X .  
Proof : Let ),,(  x be a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X . If we put 

0x in (Bf2), then 
)}(),(max{)( yzyz    and )}(),(min{)( yzyz    .  Hence 

),,(  x is a bipolar fuzzy ideal of X .  
   
Proposition 3.3. Every a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X  is satisfies the 
following condition. For all Xyx ,  
            )()( yyxn    and )()( yyxn    . 
Proof: Let ),,(  x be a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X . If we put 

zy  in (Bf2), and by using 2ku  and 5ku . We get:  

).()}(),0(max{)}()),0...(((max{
)}(),0(max{)}()),((max{)(

yyyxxx
yxyyyxyx nnn












 

And  

).()}(),0(min{)}()),0...(((min{
)}(),0(min{)}()),((min{)(

yyyxxx
yxyyyxyx nnn












 

For all Xyx , .  
 
Proposition 3.4. Let ),,(  x be a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X . If 
the inequality zyxn     holds in X, then    
  )(),(max)( zxy n     and  )(),(min)( zxy n     for all Xzyx ,, . 
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Proof: Assume that the inequality zyxn  holds in X, then 0)(  yxz n and 
by (Bf2) 

)}.(),(max{)(.
))1(sin()}(),(max{)}(),(max{

)}()),(0(max{)()0(
)1.(..........).........()}(),0(max{

)}()),((max{)}()),((max{)(

zxyei
gubyxzxyx

xyxyyNow
zz
zyxzzyzxyx

n

nnn

nn

nnn































 

Similarly  

 
 

   
 

 .)(),(min)(.
))2(sin()(),(min

)(),(min)()),(0(min)()0(,
)2.(....................).........()(),0(min

)()),((min)}()),((min{)(

zxyei
gubyxz

xyxxyxyyNow
zz

zyxzzyzxyx

n

n

nnnn

nnn































 
Theorem 3.5.   If a bipolar fuzzy KU-subalgebra ),,(  x of X  satisfies 
the condition in Proposition 3.4, then ),,(  x is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-
ideal of X . 
Proof: Let ),,(  x be a bipolar fuzzy KU-subalgebra that satisfies the 
condition in Proposition 3.4, by Lemma 2.10. We have )()0( x   and 

)()0( x   for all Xx .  By Th.2.2 (3) we have, yzxzyx nn  )())((  for 
all Xzyx ,, , it follows ( from Proposition 3.4) , that 

 )()),((max)( yzyxzx nn     and 
 )()),((min)( yzyxzx nn     for all Xzyx ,, . Therefore 

),,(  x is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X . 
 
Proposition 3.6. If ),,(  x is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X , 
then )())(( zxzyx nn    and  )())(( zxzyx nn    . 
Proof: By 3ku , 5ku  and Th. (2.2), we get 

).())((
)())((,15.2Pr),())((

,,00))()((
)))((()))(())()(())(()(

zxzyx
andzxzyxgetweopositionbyhenceandzxzyx

havewerelationbinarytheofpropertytheusigbyandyzxzxy
zzxxyzzxyxzyzxxzyxzx

nn

nnnn

nn

nnnnnnnn
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Proposition 3.7. If ),,(  x is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X , then 
the sets )}0()(:{    xXxJ and )}0()(:{    xXxK are n-fold 
KU-ideal of X . 
 Proof: since X0 , )0()0(     and )0()0(     implies J0 and K0 , 
so J , K . Let Jzyxn  ))((  and Jy implies 

)0())((    zyxn and 
)0()(    y . Since   

)0()()0()}()),((min{)(    zxyzyxzx nnn  but 
)()0( zxn    , it follows that Jzxn  )( , for all Xzyx ,, . Hence J  is n-

fold KU-ideal of X . Similarly we can prove K is n-fold KU-ideal of X . 
 
Theorem 3.8. For a bipolar fuzzy set ),,(  x in X , the following are 
equivalent:  
(1) ),,(  x  is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X . 
(2) ),,(  x is satisfies the following:  
        (i)   ss BBs ])(0,1[(  is an  n-fold KU-ideal of X . 
        (ii)   tt BBt ])(1,0[(  is an  n-fold KU-ideal of X . 
Proof: (1)  (2). (i) Let ]0,1[s  be such that 

sB . Then there exists  sBy , 
and so sy  )( . It follows from (Bf1) that sy   )()0(   so that   sB0  . 
Let Xzyx ,,  such that  s

n Bzyx ))((  and  sBy . Then szyxn  ))((  
and sy  )( . Using (Bf2), we have 

syzyxzx nn   )}()),((max{)(   which implies that  s
n Bzx )( . 

Therefore 
sB  is an n-fold KU-ideal of X . 

(ii) Assume that 
tB  for ]1,0[t , and let  tBa . Then ta  )( , and so 

ta   )()0(   by (Bf1), thus  tB0 . Let Xzyx ,, be such that 
 t

n Bzyx ))((  and  tBy . Then  tzyxn  ))((  and ty  )( .It follows 
from  (Bf2) that  tyzyxzx nn   )}()),((min{)(   so that  t

n Bzx )( . 
Hence 

tB  is an n-fold KU-ideal of X . 
(2)  (1) Assume that there exists Xa  such that )()0( a   . Taking  

))()0((
2
1

0 as    , for some ]0,1[0 s   implies  )0()( 0
   sa . This is 

a contradiction, and thus )()0( y    for all Xy . Suppose that 
)}()),((max{)( yzyxzx nn    for some Xzyx ,,  and let   
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)})()),((max{)((
2
1

1 yzyxzxs nn    . Then   

)()}()),((max{ 1 zxsyzyx nn    , which is a contradiction. Therefore 
)}()),((max{)( yzyxzx nn    for all Xzyx ,, . Now, if 

)()0( y   for some Xy , then )()0( 0 yt    for some ]1,0(0 t . This 
is a contradiction. Thus )()0( y    for all Xy . If 

)}()),((min{)( yzyxzx nn    for some  Xzyx ,, , then there exists 
]1,0(1 t such that )}()),((min{)( 1 yzyxtzx nn    . It follows that  


1

)( t
n Bzyx  and 

1tBy  but 
1

)( t
n Bzx , a contradiction. Consequently, 

)}()),((min{)( yzyxzx nn     for all Xzyx ,, . Therefore 
),,(  x  is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X . 

 
4- Bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal under homomorphism  
Definition 4.1[11]. Let )0,,( X  and )0,,( X  be KU–algebras, a homomorphism 

is a map XXf :  satisfying )()()( yfxfyxf  for all Xyx , . Note that 

if XXf :  is a KU- homomorphism, then 0)0( f  and for any Xx we 

have nn xfxf ))(()(  .  

Definition 4.2. Let XXf : be a homomorphism of KU–algebras. For any 
bipolar fuzzy set ),,(  x , we define a new bipolar fuzzy set 

),,(  fff x  in X  by ))(()( xfxf
    and  ))(()( xfxf

   , for any 
Xx . 

 
Theorem 4.3. Let )0,,( X  and )0,,( X  be KU–algebras and f a 
homomorphism from X onto X  . Then ),,(  x  is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold 
KU-ideal of X  if and only if ),,(  fff x  is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal 
of X . 
Proof:( )For Xx  there exists Xx such that xxf )( , we have 

)())(()()0())0(()0( xxfxf ff
    

and )())(()()0())0(()0( xxfxf ff
   .  

Let Xzx , , Xy  then there exists Xy such that yyf )( . We have 

)}.()),((max{))}(())),()(()((max{

)}())),(()((max{))()(())(()(

yzyxyfzfyfxf

yzfyxfzfxfzxfzx

f
n

f
n

nnnn
f
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And 

)}.()),((min{))}(())),()(()((min{

)}())),(()((min{))()(())(()(

yzyxyfzfyfxf

yzfyxfzfxfzxfzx

f
n

f
n

nnnn
f













 
Hence ),,(  fff x  is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X . 
( ) Since XXf : onto, for Xzyx ,,  there exists Xcba ,, such that 

ybfxaf  )(,)(  and zcf )( . 
Now,

)}()),((max{))}(())),()(()((max{

)}()),((max{)())(())())((()(

yzyxbfcfbfaf

bcbacacafcfafzx
nn

f
n

f
n

f
nnn













 
And 

)}()),((min{))}(())),()(()((min{

)}()),((min{)())(())())((()(

yzyxbfcfbfaf

bcbacacafcfafzx
nn

f
n

f
n

f
nnn













 
Hence ),,(  x  is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X  . 
 
Definition 4.4. Let f be a mapping from the set X  to a set Y . If ),,(  x is 
a bipolar fuzzy set of KU-algebra X  then the bipolar fuzzy set of Y  defined by  



 




 

otherwise
yxfXxyfifxyByf yfx

0
})(:{)(),(sup

)())((
1

)(1 
   

Is said to be the image of  under f . 

And


 




 

otherwise
yxfXxyfifx

yByf yfx

0
})(:{)(),(inf

)())((
1

)(1 
   

Is said to be the image of  under f .  
 
Definition 4.5. Let ),,(  x  be a bipolar fuzzy set of KU-algebra X  then 
we say that  has ‘Sup’ property, if for any subset XT  there exists Tx 0  
such that )()( 0 tSupx Tt




    and we say that   has ‘inf ‘property, if for any 
subset TS   there exists Ty 0  such that )(inf)( 0 sy Ss




   . 
 
Theorem 5 .6. Let XXf : be an onto homomorphism of KU–algebras. If 

),,(  x is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X  with  has ‘Sup’ property 
and   has ‘inf ‘property then the image of  under f  is also a bipolar fuzzy n-
fold KU-ideal of X  . 
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Proof : By definition )(sup:))(()(
)(1

xxfxB
xfx








   , and    

)(inf:))(()(
)(1

xxfxB
xfx








   for all Xx   and 0:sup  . We have to 

prove that 

)}(),()((min{))(( yBzyxBzxB nn    and  

)}(),()((max{))(( yBzyxBzxB nn   Xzyx  ,, . 

Let XXf :  be an onto a homomorphism of KU-algebras, ),,(  x  be 

a fuzzy bipolar n-fold KU-ideal of X  with “sup” property and ‘inf ‘property of 

X . Since ),,(  x  is a fuzzy bipolar n-fold KU-ideal of X , Then we have 

)()0( x   and )()0( x   for all Xx . Note that )0(0 1  f  , where 

0,0  are the zero of X and X   respectively, Thus 

),()0()(sup)0(
)0(1

xtB
ft





 


  and 

),()0()(inf)0(
)0(1

xtB
ft





 


 for all Xx , since ),,(  x have 

“sup” and ‘inf ‘properties of X .  Which implies that 

),()(sup)0(
)(1

xBtB
xft

 






  and ),()(inf)0(

)(1
xBtB

xft
 






  for any 

Xx  .   

 For any Xzyx  ,, , let  )(,)(,)( 1
0

1
0

1
0 zfzyfyxfx     be such that  

   
)(inf)(,)(inf))((

),(sup)(,)(sup))((

)(
0

))((
00

)(
0

))((
00

11

11

tytzx

tytzx

yftzxft

n

yftzxft

n

n

n
































    

And 

    ),(sup)}()((sup

))()(()}()(({))()((

)()((
000

))()(())()((

000000

11
000

tzyx

zyxBzyxfBzyx

zyxft

n

zyxfzyx

nnn

nnn



















 

).(inf))}()((inf

))()(())}()(({))()((

))()((
000

))()(())()((

000000

11
000

tzyx
zyxBzyxfBzyx

zyxft

n

zyxfzyx

nnn

nnn
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 Then 

 ))(( zxB n )))(()(sup 00
))((1

zxt n

zxft n
 

 


)}()),()((min{ 0000 yzyx n    =  

 , )(supmin
))()((1


 

 
t

zyxft n






 
)(sup

)(1
t

yft
  = 

andyBzyxB n )},(,))()((min{   .  

 ))(( zxB n )))(()(inf 00
))((1

zxt n

zxft n
 

 


)}()),()((max{ 0000 yzyx n    =  

 , )(infmax
))()((1

 

 
t

zyxft n






 
)(inf

)(1
t

yft
  = )}.(,))()((max{ yBzyxB n    

Hence  under f  is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X  . 
 
5- Product of bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of KU-algebra 
 
In this section, product of bipolar fuzzy n- fold KU-ideals in KU–algebra is 
defined and some results are studied. 
 
 Definition 5.1. Let ),,( 111

 x and ),,( 222
 y be two bipolar fuzzy sets 

of X . The Cartesian product ),),,(( 212121
  yxB  is defined by 

)}(),(max{),)(( 2121 yxyx     and )}(),(min{),)(( 2121 yxyx    , 
where ]0,1[:21   XX  and ]1,0[:21   XX for all Xyx , . 
 
Proposition 5.2. Let ),,( 111

 x and ),,( 222
 y be two bipolar fuzzy n-

fold KU-ideals of KU-algebra X , then 21 B is bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of 
XX  . 

Proof. For any XXyx ),( , we have 
),)(()}(),(max{)}0(),0(max{)0,0)(( 21212121 yxyx     and  
),)(()}(),(min{)}0(),0(min{)0,0)(( 21212121 yxyx    . 
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 Let ),(),,( 2121 yyxx and XXzz ),( 21 , then 

)}},)({())},(()),(){(max{(
)}}(),(max{))},(()),((max{max{

)}}()),((max{)},()),((max{max{
)}(),(max{),)((

212122211121

221122221111

222222111111

222111221121

yyzyxzyx
yyzyxzyx

yzyxyzyx
zxzxzxzx

nn

nn

nn

nnnn

























 

And  

)}}.,)({())},(()),(){(min{(
)}}(),(min{))},(()),((min{min{

)}}()),((min{)},()),((min{min{
)}(),(min{),)((

212122211121

221122221111

222222111111

222111221121

yyzyxzyx
yyzyxzyx

yzyxyzyx
zxzxzxzx

nn

nn

nn

nnnn

























 

Hence 21 B is bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of XX  . 
 
Definition 5.3. Let ),,(  x  be a bipolar fuzzy set of KU-algebra X . The 
operator B  and B  are defined as ))(,( cB    and ),)((   cB  in 
X , where    1)( c and    1)( c .  

 
Lemma5.4. If ),,( 111

 x and ),,( 222
 y are bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-

ideals of X , then ))()(,()( 212121
ccBB    is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold 

KU-ideal of XX  . 
Proof:  now, 
 )}(),(min{),)(( 2121 yxyx    . That implies, 

)}.()(),()max{(),)()()((
),)()()(()}()(1),()(1min{1

)}()(1),()(1min{),)()()((1

2121

2121

2121

yxyx
yxyx

yxyx

cccc

cccc

cccc



















 

Hence (by Proposition 5.2) )( 21 BB  is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of 
XX  . 

 
 Lemma5.5. If ),,( 111

 x and ),,( 222
 y are bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-

ideal of X , then ),)()(()( 212121
   ccBB is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold 

KU-ideal of XX  . 
  Proof: Since )}(),(max{),)(( 2121 yxyx    . That implies, 

)}.()(),()min{(),)()()((
),)()()(()}()(1),()(1max{1

)}()(1),()(1max{),)()()((1

2121

2121

121

yxyx
yxyx

yxyx

cccc

cccc

cccc
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Hence ),)()(()( 212121
   ccBB is a bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of 

XX  . 
Conclusion: we have studied the bipolar fuzzy foldedness of KU-ideal in KU-
algebras. . Also we discussed a few results of bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of 
KU-algebras under homomorphism, the image and the pre- image of bipolar fuzzy 
n-fold KU-ideals in KU - algebras are defined. How the image and the pre-image 
of bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideals in KU-algebras become bipolar fuzzy n-fold 
KU-ideals are studied. Moreover, the product of bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-ideals to 
product bipolar fuzzy n-fold KU-algebras is established. Furthermore, we 
construct some algorithms for folding theory applied to KU-ideals in KU-
algebras. The main purpose of our future work is to investigate the foldedness of 
other types of fuzzy ideals with special properties such as an intuitionistic 
(interval value) fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of KU-algebras. 

Appendix A 

Algorithm for KU-algebras  
Input ( :X set, : binary operation) 

Output (“ X is a KU-algebra or not”) 

Begin 

If X  then go to (1.); 

EndIf 

If X0  then go to (1.); 

EndIf 

Stop: =false; 

1:i ; 

While Xi   and not (Stop) do 

If 0 ii xx  then 

Stop: = true; 

EndIf 

1:j  

While Xj   and not (Stop) do 

If 0))((  iij xxy  then  

Stop: = true; 

EndIf 

EndIf 

1:k  
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While Xk   and not (Stop) do 

If 0))()(()(  kikjji zxzyyx  then  

Stop: = true; 

     EndIf 

   EndIf While 

 EndIf While 

EndIf While 

If Stop then  

(1.) Output (“ X is not a KU-algebra”) 

Else  

   Output (“ X is a KU-algebra”) 

     EndIf 

End 

Algorithm for fuzzy subsets 
Input ( :X KU-algebra, ]1,0[: XA ); 

Output (“ A is a fuzzy subset of X  or not”) 

Begin 

Stop: =false; 

1:i ; 

While Xi   and not (Stop) do 

If ( 0)( ixA ) or ( 1)( ixA )  then 

Stop: = true; 

EndIf 

   EndIf While 

If Stop then  

Output (“ A is a fuzzy subset of X  ”) 

Else  

   Output (“ A is not a fuzzy subset of X ”) 

     EndIf 

End 

Algorithm for n-fold KU-ideals 
Input ( :X KU-algebra, :I subset of NnX , ); 

Output (“ I is an n-fold KU-ideal of X  or not”); 
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Begin 

If I  then go to (1.); 

EndIf 

 If I0  then go to (1.); 

EndIf 

Stop: =false; 

1:i ; 

While Xi   and not (Stop) do 

1:j  

While Xj   and not (Stop) do 

1:k  

While Xk   and not (Stop) do 

If Izyx kji
n  ))(( and Iy j   then  

If Izx ki
n  )(  then 

    Stop: = true; 

          EndIf 

       EndIf 

    EndIf While 

 EndIf While 

EndIf While 

If Stop then  

Output (“ I is an n-fold KU-ideal of X ”) 

Else  

(1.) Output (“ I is not an n-fold KU-ideal of X ”) 

     EndIf 

End  

Algorithm for fuzzy n-fold KU-ideals 
Input ( :X KU-algebra, : binary operation, :A fuzzy subset of X ); 

Output (“ A is a fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X  or not”) 

Begin 

Stop: =false; 

1:i ; 
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While Xi   and not (Stop) do 

If )()0( ixAA   then 

Stop: = true; 

EndIf 

1:j  

While Xj   and not (Stop) do 

1:k  

While Xk   and not (Stop) do 

If ))()),((min()( jkj
n
ik

n
i yAzyxAzxA   then  

Stop: = true; 

     EndIf 

   EndIf While 

 EndIf While 

EndIf While 

If Stop then  

Output (“ A is not a fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X ”) 

Else  

   Output (“ A is a fuzzy n-fold KU-ideal of X ”) 

     EndIf 

End  
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